
 

 

 

Enhancing Command and Control 
 
Armed forces possessing more mature levels in Situational Awareness (SA) 

and Command and Control (C2) have always held the upper hand in 

conflict. Whether it be large-scale combat operations or more precise 

special operations,the ability to remotely observe the position of friendly 

and enemy forces in near real-time has become a critical requirement for 

warfighters operating on land, in the air and at sea. 

 

Traditional communications systems are radio based and can experience 

poor or no communications in extreme terrains and beyond line of sight. 

Commanders at the rear base/HQ/Ops room have limited timely location 

information to effectively deploy their assets. This is a beyond line of sight 

problem experienced by all militaries and leads to a degraded SA & C2 

picture. 

 

The solution requires the addition of digital satellite technologies to the 

command and control and communications architecture. Developed in-

house by NORTAC Defence®, TITAN BY NORTAC® is that solution. As a 

Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) Solution, TITAN BY NORTAC® provides 

a step change in the SA & C2 capability of a country. Using compressed 

Short Burst Data (SBD) over satellite, it can be used across many units and 

down to soldier level. 

 

GLOBAL. SECURE. RELIABLE. SCALABLE. SIMPLE. 
 

 

TITAN BY NORTAC®  
Digitization of the Operational Space 
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TITAN BY NORTAC® is Comprised of 3 Main Components 
 

• MOBILE DEVICES - a family of satellite handsets and other devices used to 

locate the user and send short messages  

 

• TITAN BY NORTAC® Tactical - software loaded onto ruggedized devices for use 

by deployed tactical leaders 

 

 

 

• TITAN BY NORTAC® Platform - a server, normally located in a secure user-

owned location (e.g. Headquarters or Command Post), which manages the 

handsets and tablets, and provides the HQ with advanced situational awareness 

information 

 

 

TACTICAL 

TITAN BY NORTAC® Tactical is a 

remote component of the TITAN BY 

NORTAC® Solution for use by 

Commanders at a Forward 

Operating Base or in military 

helicopters. Accessed on a tablet or 

laptop, it is used in conjunction with 

the TITAN BY NORTAC® Platform, 

or as a standalone solution and uses 

satellite communications to ensure 

continuous secure global operation, 

no need for internet connectivity. 

MOBILE DEVICES 
NORTAC Defence® produce robust, field tested devices for 

personnel which can be configured according to needs for 

reporting, messaging, and alerts and iOS and Android apps. 

NORTAC Defence® also supports many other manufacturers’ 

devices, which are integrated to the platform. NORTAC 

Defence® engineers are adept at integration of new hardware. 

PLATFORM 
The TITAN BY NORTAC® Platform 

is the hub of the TITAN BY 

NORTAC® solution. It allows data to 

flow backwards and forwards 

between the command HQ and the 

tactical levels. It also allows data to 

flow laterally between field units 

providing tactical level 

communications using secure, cost 

effective, SBD satellite channels. 

The Platform provides 

organizations with a secure web-

based application, or in-premise 

rapidly deployed solutions behind 

client firewalls, for asset and 

personnel tracking capability, 

including situational awareness 

(SA), operational command and 

control (C2), emergency response 

and the ability to provide 

comprehensive post-operational 

debriefing. 
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Quality -The TITAN BY NORTAC® Solution is unique in its detail and quality of product 

with respect to both hardware and software. 
Deployment- For enhanced security, the TITAN BY NORTAC® Platform can be deployed 

as a server solution behind clients’ firewalls. Server solutions can be customized to specific 

client needs and the devices are COTS. The solution is fully scalable. 

Security – All the devices have unique and configurable AES256 encryption keys. The 

platform resides on client servers. Additional benefit that SBD is difficult to intercept, jam, or 

detect. 

Reliability – NORTAC Defence® has an established military client list using TITAN BY 

NORTAC® in challenging environments. Over the past decade of foreign and domestic 

conflict, NORTAC Defence® has proven how its market leading technology can isolate errors 

and prevent system failures, to maintain seamless operations. 

Infrastructure – A lack of ground infrastructure is a crucial improvement over other 

network systems such as radio, line of sight, or mast-based systems which are vulnerable to 

disruption. Other satellite systems can struggle to maintain a consistent signal for traffic. 

Using SBD overcomes this issue and data only maintains historical integrity. 

SA at the Handheld Level - The NORTAC WAVE® can also display Situational 

Awareness information. Subscribers to this service can see up to 50 assets and their status 

in a grid or list view. This is a game-changer for improving safety in the field and response 

readiness. 
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Benefits of the TITAN 
BY NORTAC® Solution 

Improved 

Communication 
 

Commanders will be able to 

see where their troops are 

and communicate with them 

whether they are in the 

mountains, jungle, desert, 

air, or sea. 

 

Soldiers at the tactical level 

have SA and communicate 

with each other and other 

assets. 

 

Situational Awareness (SA) 

and Command and Control 

(C2) beyond line of site 

(BLOS) at the tactical  

level. 

 

Interoperable with  

other forces. 

Increased  

Safety 
 

Needless casualties due to 

blue-on-blue friendly force 

incidents and civilian 

casualties can be avoided. 

 

Use of emergency alerts, 

geofence violations, nearest 

responder alerts, and 

messaging, add up to faster 

identification of problems 

and efficient deployment of 

assets to resolve. 

 

Compressed SBD packets 

are difficult to detect or jam. 

 

Long borders and wide  

open spaces can be  

controlled with fewer 

personnel. 

Operational  

Ease 
 

Data is stored in digital 

format for post operational 

debriefings and audit. 

 

Increased operational 

tempo. 

 

Coordination of air, sea, 

and land assets on one 

Common Operational 

Picture (COP). 

 

TITAN BY NORTAC® is a 

Force Multiplier.  
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